A Shore Thing
An Otter Bay Novel
by Julie Carobini

ABOUT THE BOOK
Callie Duflay just isn’t like the rest of her family. While they’ve built white
collar lives, she prefers getting her hands dirty by working with children and
local California causes. When Callie learns that a beloved piece of untouched
property in her town of Otter Bay may soon be developed, she confronts the
architect assigned to the project.

Gage Mitchell may be an easygoing, eco-friendly professional, but he’s not
about to back off this job no matter how cute Callie or her pet pooch,
Moondoggy, may be. His reasons and hers are noble—both have a heart for
protecting God’s creation, and the truth is these two would be perfect for
each other outside of this face-off. But will they ever figure that out?

BEST-SELLING POINTS
• A fiery young woman fights against the development of property in her
beachfront hometown while falling for the architect assigned to the job.
• Rising author Julie Carobini has found her winning niche in
faith-informed beach fiction and is an exemplary self-marketer
who actively blogs, arranges regional bookstore signings, and
maintains a growing database of readers.

PRAISE FOR SWEET WATERS
• “The perfect combination of playfulness, charm and enrichment. Julie
Carobini has a winner on her hands.” —Relz Reviews
• “Reading Sweet Waters is like taking a beach vacation from the comfort
of your own living room . . . a beautiful story of fresh starts, painful
secrets, and the depth of a family’s love.”
——Kathryn Cushman, author of A Promise to Remember
• “Exhilarating, fresh and warm as the summer breeze, this book is fun
from start to finish.”
——Diann Hunt, author of For Better or For Worse

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Julie Carobini is a self-described “beach-lit” novelist who writes women’s
fiction for the young at heart. Her previous books include Chocolate Beach
and Truffles by the Sea. She has also published articles in Aspire, Decision,
Expecting, and Focus on the Family magazines and received awards for her
fiction and nonfiction from the National League of Pen Women. Julie lives
with her husband, Dan, and their three children in Ventura, California.

UP SALES!
Customers who buy this book will also buy:
Sweet Waters - Julie Carobini, $14.99
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